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 HeAT = Helmholtz Analytics Toolkit 
 Early alpha phase (project start: May 2018)
 Data Analytics framework for transparent distributed computation 
 Build on PyTorch
 Developed in the open: https://github.com/helmholtz-analytics and
https://pypi.org/project/heat 
 Liberally licensed: MIT 
HELMHOLTZ ANALYTICS FRAMEWORK (HAF)
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HAF USE CASES
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HAF USE CASE METHODS
BIG DATA LANDSCAPE
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BIG DATA/DL LIBRARIES   
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Big Data                              Deep Learning
MAP_REDUCE ALGORITHM   
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COMPUTATIONAL GRAPH   
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 Computations are defined as directed acyclic 
Graphs (DAGs)
 Graph is defined in high-level language
(Python, C++, Go)
 Graph is compiled (e.g. CNTK) or built at 
run-time (e.g. PyTorch)
 Graph is executed on CPU/GPU
 Graph can be computed distributed but required 
manually assignments
BIG DATA LIBRARIES   
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RUNTIME COMPARISION  
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Batch size of 32 x 224 x 224
ResNet architecture neural network
Run on single NVIDIA K80 GPU@JURECA
Similar results for other ML methods
(e.g. k-means)








NUMPY ARRAY   
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N dimensional homogeneous collection 
of scalars of the same data type 
ELEMTWISE OPERATIONS   
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Multiply by a scalar
Element by element addition
Operator function
In-place Operator function
COMPARISON AND LOGICAL OPERATIONS   
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2-D Example
ARRAY SLICING   
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Slicing works much like
standard Python slicing
Strides are also possible
FANCY INDEXING   
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ARRAY BROACASTING   
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Sum Function Sum Array Method
Product
REDUCTION METHODS   
MATRIX OPERATIONS   





PYTORCH CONCEPT   
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What is PyTorch?
Python based scientific computing package targeted at two sets of audiences:
 A replacement for NumPy to use the power of GPUs












PYTOCH: RUN ON GPU   
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PYTOCH: AUTOMATIC DIFFERENTATION   


































EXAMPLE: CLUSTERING   
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EXAMPLE: K-MEANS   
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KK:This has to be updated!!!!!
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EXAMPLE: K-MEANS   
Numpy vs. HeAT
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EXAMPLE: K-MEANS   
Numpy vs. HeAT
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EXAMPLE: K-MEANS   
Numpy vs. HeAT
NUMPY VS. HEAT     
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SUMMARY 
BLABLA  
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